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Progress Software's Cure for Managing Services-based Applications 

Just released "Finding the Right Software for Managing Your Distributed Business-critical 
Applications" available for download 

BEDFORD, Mass., Dec 01, 2008 (BUSINESS WIRE) -- Progress Software Corporation (NASDAQ: PRGS), a global supplier 
of application infrastructure software used to develop, deploy, integrate and manage business applications, today 
announced a cure for enterprises facing the challenges of managing services-based applications. In "Finding the Right 
Software for Managing Your Distributed Business-critical Applications," Progress Software outlines the top five criteria to 
ensure successful management of application for any IT environment.  

"Managing IT assets is easier said than done," said David Bressler, Actional Product & Community Evangelist, Progress 
Software. "Business-critical applications span a complex IT environment and are not always under the control of the 
application owner. The need for continuous availability of these applications creates challenges in production that only a 
comprehensive management tool can address. This guide should be used as a point of reference for assessing and 
evaluating vendors and developing a comprehensive request for proposal for selecting the appropriate tools and 
infrastructure to successfully build a component-based infrastructure for delivering mission-critical applications."  

According to "Finding the Right Software for Managing Your Distributed Business-critical Applications," to meet the 
evaluation criteria that will address the high performance and critical application availability needed today, an application 
management infrastructure must:  

-- Be easy to implement - beyond an easy implementation, the solution should not require any application level architecture 
changes and it should not be necessary to configure the solution on a service-by-service basis.  

-- Offer a shallow learning curve to help realize benefits quickly - to achieve this, the solution should provide a visual 
interface to represent the distributed application and enable very specific information about dependencies and performance 
to be exported into executive dashboards.  

-- Have a low cost of ownership - this must be applied to features as well as an initial purchase. For example, application 
changes should be reflected automatically in the management system to avoid time-consuming and costly admin work.  

-- Support a mission critical environment with the right scalability, performance and survivability - test the solution to ensure 
the architecture is consistent on performance whether there is one service or one thousand. To rate "survivability" find out if 
a management failure will impact an application or the server.  

 
 
-- Provide robust and meaningful policy capabilities - flexibility and the ability to optimize policies are key to successful 
application management solutions. Make sure the consumer experience is protected by being able to enforce a policy at the 
customer access point only.  

For further details on finding the right software for managing services-based applications, download "Finding the Right 
Software for Managing Your Distributed Business-critical Applications" at:http://tinyurl.com/5cp3nn.  

Progress® Actional® SOA management solutions enable organizations to align SOA behavior with business goals by 
providing business insight into SOA operations for making and prioritizing decisions and integrated runtime controls for 
continuously optimizing business outcomes. For more information on these benefits and additional capabilities of Actional 
7.1, please visit http://www.Actional.com/products/release-highlights.  

About Progress Software Corporation  

Progress Software Corporation (NASDAQ: PRGS) provides application infrastructure software for the development, 
deployment, integration and management of business applications. Our goal is to maximize the benefits of information 
technology while minimizing its complexity and total cost of ownership. Progress can be reached at www.progress.com or +1-

http://tinyurl.com/5cp3nn
http://www.actional.com/products/release-highlights
http://www.progress.com/


781-280-4000. 
 
Progress, and Actional are trademarks or registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation or one of its subsidiaries 
or affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. Any other trademarks or service marks contained herein are the property of 
their respective owners.  


